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About this Report
The Independent Evaluation Group assesses the programs and activities of the World Bank for two purposes:
first, to ensure the integrity of the Bank's self-evaluation process and to verify that the Bank's work is producing the
expected results, and second, to help develop improved directions, policies, and procedures through the
dissemination of lessons drawn from experience. As part of this work, IEGWB annually assesses about 25 percent of
the Bank's lending operations through field work. In selecting operations for assessment, preference is given to those
that are innovative, large, or complex; those that are relevant to upcoming studies or country evaluations; those for
which Executive Directors or Bank management have requested assessments; and those that are likely to generate
important lessons.
To prepare a Project Performance Assessment Report (PPAR), IEGWB staff examine project files and other
documents, interview operational staff, visit the borrowing country to discuss the operation with the government,
and other in-country stakeholders, and interview Bank staff and other donor agency staff both at headquarters and
in local offices as appropriate.
Each PPAR is subject to internal IEGWB peer review, Panel review, and management approval. Once cleared
internally, the PPAR is commented on by the responsible Bank department. IEGWB incorporates the comments as
relevant. The completed PPAR is then sent to the borrower for review; the borrowers' comments are attached to
the document that is sent to .the Bank's Board of Executive Directors. After an assessment report has been sent to
the Board, it is disclosed to the public.
About the IEGWB Rating System
IEGWB's use of multiple evaluation methods offers both rigor and a necessary level of flexibility to adapt to
lending instrument, project design, or sectoral approach. IEGWB evaluators all apply the same basic method to
arrive at their project ratings. Following is the definition and rating scale used for each evaluation criterion
(additional information is available on the IEGWB website: http://worldbank.org/ieg).
Outcome: The extent to which the operation's major relevant objectives were achieved, or are expected to
be achieved, efficiently. The rating has three dimensions: relevance, efficacy, and efficiency. Relevance includes
relevance of objectives and relevance of design. Relevance of objectives is the extent to which the project's
objectives are consistent with the country's current development priorities and with current Bank country and
sectoral assistance strategies and corporate goals (expressed in Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers, Country
Assistance Strategies, Sector Strategy Papers, Operational Policies). Relevance of design is the extent to which
the project's design is consistent with the stated objectives. Efficacy is the extent to which the project's objectives
were achieved, or are expected to be achieved, taking into account their relative importance. Efficiency is the
extent to which the project achieved, or is expected to achieve, a return higher than the opportunity cost of capital
and benefits at least cost compared to alternatives. The efficiency dimension generally is not applied to adjustment
operations. Possible ratings for Outcome: Highly Satisfactory, Satisfactory, Moderately Satisfactory, Moderately
Unsatisfactory, Unsatisfactory, Highly Unsatisfactory.
Risk to Development Outcome: The risk, at the time of evaluation, that development outcomes (or
expected outcomes) will not be maintained (or realized). Possible ratings for Risk to Development Outcome: High
Significant, Moderate, Negligible to Low, Not Evaluable.
Bank Performance: The extent to which services provided by the Bank ensured quality at entry of the
operation and supported effective implementation through appropriate supervision (including ensuring adequate
transition arrangements for regular operation of supported activities after loanlcredit closing, toward the
achievement of development outcomes. The rating has two dimensions: quality at entry and quality of supervision.
Possible ratings for Bank Performance: Highly Satisfactory, Satisfactory, Moderately Satisfactory, Moderately
Unsatisfactory, Unsatisfactory, Highly Unsatisfactory.
Borrower Performance: The extent to which the borrower (including the government and implementing
agency or agencies) ensured quality of preparation and implementation, and complied with covenants and
agreements, toward the achievement of development outcomes. The rating has two dimensions: government
performance and implementing agency(ies) performance. Possible ratings for Borrower Performance: Highly
Satisfactory, Satisfactory, Moderately Satisfactory, Moderately Unsatisfactory, Unsatisfactory, Highly
Unsatisfactory.
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Preface
This is a Project Performance Assessment Report (PPAR) for the Argentina: Second
Provincial Development Project (Ln3877-AR), for which the World Bank approved a
loan in an amount of US$225 million equivalent on December 5, 1995. The loan was
closed on June 30,2005, three years later than planned, when US$1.1 million equivalent
was cancelled.
The report is based on a review of project documents, including the Implementation
Completion Report, Staff Appraisal Report, Memorandum to the President, legal
documents and project files, and on discussions held with Bank staff involved in the
projects. An IEG mission visited Argentina in December 2006 to review project results
and met with national and local officials and project staff. The IEG mission made field
visits to three provinces, Misiones, Salta, and Tierra del Fuego, to examine the results of
the project at the provincial level. IEG gratefully acknowledges the courtesies and
attention freely given by these interlocutors in Argentina.
This project was chosen for assessment in part to serve as an input into IEG's ongoing
work on decentralization.
Following standard IEG procedures, copies of the draft PPAR were sent to government
officials and agencies for their review and comments. Detailed comments received from
Argentina's Ministry of the Interior have been taken into account explicitly in the report
and their full text is attached as Annex C.

Summary
Argentina is one of the most decentralized countries in the world. Its 23 provinces have
big responsibilities and a large degree of autonomy within a three tiered federal system.
Taking fiscal reform to the provincial level, the Second Provincial Development Project
(PDP-11) reviewed here was approved as a follow-on operation to its earlier PDP-I
namesake. It was also part of a stack of some US$3.5 billion Bank lending to Argentina
in support of macroeconomic stabilization and reform. But stability was short-lived. The
1991 Convertibility Plan, with its 1:1 parity of the Argentine peso and US dollar ended in
2001-2002 in one of the country's worst social, political and economic crises. PDP-I1 not
only survived, but sustained some ongoing development effectiveness.
The objectives of PDP-I1 were to: (a) support provinces' public sector reform; (b)
strengthen provinces' capacity to plan and manage investment programs; and (c) provide
financing for institutional development (ID) and physical investments that promote
economic growth. To achieve them, PDP-I1 included three components: (i) institutional
development-revenue administration, financial management, property cadastres etc; (ii)
physical investment-roads, drainage, water supply, sanitation, judiciary, schools and
health, and (iii) project administration.
Overall, project objectives and design were substantially relevant. The second objective
was the most relevant for focusing upon generating fiscal current account surpluses-a
readily monitorable indicator of reform. Tlie third objective was the least relevant, for
simply providing finance cannot itself constitute a legitimate development result; nor did
it make clear which investments would best stimulate provincial economic development.
The first, overall, objective was substantially relevant in offering the project at a time
when Argentina was embarking on reform at the provincial level. Project design was
modestly relevant. Its basic concept came from successful municipal development
projects (MDP) elsewhere, but PDP-I1 did not articulate the link between the project's ID
progress and its infrastructure as clearly as MDPs that rewarded successful ID by
providing infrastructure finance.
Project start up was slow. Formalities of signing loan and participatory agreements took
time. By completion, PDP-I1 had spent US$127.8 million on iiistitutional development
projects, making it one of the largest technical assistance efforts supported by the Bank.
The project helped provinces better manage their finances and human resources, especially through setting up local area computer networks. PDP-I1 also helped expand property
cadastres in 21 provinces, doubling the area covered in Salta province, for instance.
PDP-I1 physical investments amounted to US$154.3 million in a disparate array of 18
large works in the judicial sector, hospitals, roads and education in 11 provinces. Those
visited by the IEG mission in Salta ("City of Justice") and Misiones (roads aiid bridges)
were completed to a high standard and were being properly maintained. Other
investments included five hospitals and a major school rehabilitation program. How all
these investments related to their respective sector's strategy was not evident. Nor was
their relationship (and that of ID spending) to promoting the provincial economic
development that PDP-I1 intended.

Project monitoring and evaluation (M&E) was weak. The M&E design focused
exclusively upon standard ratios of financial analysis, some of which were beyond the
control of the provinces. Even those within the provinces' purview lacked baseline data
and target values. What were missing were indicators to measure progress with structural
reform, institutional capacity and economic development. IEG therefore rates M&E as
negligible .
The project did succeed in supporting reform in Argentina at the provincial level. Just to
participate in the project Provinces had to demonstrate fiscal and financial probity. That
21 out of the country's 23 provinces participated attests to engagement in reform. Actual
progress with reform, which has been uneven across provinces, was beyond the scope of
PDP-11, however.
As for generating current account fiscal surpluses for the province, it is not easy to
discern PDP-11's impact. This surplus improved for all provinces over the 1995-2005
period of project implementation, even for those that participated less in PDP-11. On the
negative side, indebtedness increased sharply, again for all provinces. Still, there is
evidence at the micro level of project interventions in improving tax administration and
extending property cadastres. In hindsight, even these modest achievements are notable
for a project that not only survived the 2001-2002 crisis, but continued to deliver results
afterwards.
PDP-I1 did increase financing for institutional development and physical investments, as
intended, but money alone is not necessarily relevant for development. Nor could PDP-I1
spending that amounted to only 0.5 percent of provincial investment over the 1996-2005
period significantly promote provincial economic development by itself. PDP-I1
investments were not chosen (or monitored) for their impact upon provincial economies.
Looking at economic growth across provinces over this period, IEG could not find
evidence of a significant project impact.
On balance, the outcome of this worthwhile project is rated moderately satisfactory; it
succeeded in supporting reform at the provincial level, but efficacy in building provincial
financial capacity and promoting provincial economic development was modest. The risk
to development outcomes is rated negligible since backing off from provincial reformeven if actual progress may continue to be uneven-is very unlikely in Argentina. Bank
performance is rated moderately satisfactory, given shortcomings in project design and
the poor M&E system. Borrower performance is rated satisfactory owing to effective
implementation of the project at the provincial and federal levels, even through and
beyond the crisis years of 2001-2002.
The project experience of PDP-I1 confirms the following IEG lessons, applicable to all
countries, not just to those with federal systems like Argentina's:
Leaving a menu of possible infrastructure sub-projects too open can lead to
demands for specialist advice from disparate sectors that can be difficult to meet.
If infrastructure investments are to promote subnational economic development,
their likely impacts should be made explicit through performance targets and
indicators. More research is needed to better understand investments that best
secure such impacts.

Project design should shy away from including objectives that purport a result that
is not commensurate with the scale and scope of an operation, or not measurable.
Comparing outcomes in provinces (or in other subnational jurisdictions) that
received project assistance with outconles in those that did not can be a sound
approach to evaluation. But it requires rigorous statistical testing when comparing
means of outcome indicators. Where standard deviations are large, an apparent
difference of means can be statistically insignificant.

Vinod Thomas
Director-General
Evaluation

1.

Background and Context

1.1
As far as governance and fiscal matters are concerned, Argentina is one of the
most decentralized countries in the world. The Inter-American Bank (IADB) found that,
among eight countries studied1,Argentina had the greatest depth of fiscal decentralization
measured by share of resources and the means of collecting and distributing them (IADB
1997). The country's 23 provinces are still responsible for about one third of the
country's public sector expenditure and enjoy considerable autonomy. Their power is
enshrined in the 1994 Constitution, as it has been since the first three-tier federal charter
of 1853. By default, the present Constitution (1994 11.121) hands to provinces all powers
and functions not specifically assigned to the federal level-namely national defense,
foreign affairs, international trade, and interprovincial communications and
telecommunications. The third federal tier, made up of 2,157 municipalities and
communes, is recognized by the Constitution, but oiily as an extension of the provincial
level itself. Decentralization started earlier and went further than in most other countries
in Latin America.
1.2
The Second Provincial Development Project (PDP-11) reviewed here was more
than just a follow-on operation to its namesake First Provincial Development Project
(PDP-I - 1991-98, rated Satisfactory by IEG). It was part of a stack of US$3.5 billion
Bank lending to Argentina through more than twelve operations in the 1990s to support
ongoing reforms (details in Annex A). They included large-scale Bank support for
provincial operations in key sectors covered by PDP-I1 too, notably health (Lid93 1) and
secondary education (Ln3794). Shortly after PDP-11's approval in 1995, the Bank also
began to support provincial reforms through structural adjustments loans (SALs), each
one for a specific province or specific provincial theme such as banking or pension
reform. Although large, these loans and PDP-11's own US$304 million investment must
be seen against the scale of provincial economies themselves. The largest, Buenos Aires
Province, has a GDP of US$62 billion, with annual gross investment of US$10 billion.
Even a small province, such as Misiones, has GDP of US$2.4 billion and gross
investment of US$389 million. PDP-I1 would clearly have to succeed by the quality of its
investments, rather than the quantity.
Bank support for reform also extended to the third tier of Argentina's federation
1.3
through the Argentina: Second Municipal Developnlent Project - MDP-I1 (Ln3860). But
PDP-11's Staff Appraisal Report (SAR) and Implenlentation Completion (ICR) make only
passing reference to MDP-11. There should be some connection between PDP-I1 and
MDP-I1 as in most provinces both were implemented by a single Provincial Executing
Unit (PEU). Furthermore, municipalities are part of their respective province under the
constitution. But there was a surprising lack of synergy between two operations that, in
hindsight, might have been only one. As the Region noted, however, Bank team efforts to
coordinate activities between the two projects were made difficult as implementing
agencies at the national level, the Ministry of Interior (MOI) for PDP-I1 and the Ministry
of Econonly (MOE) for MDP-11, were different.
1

The countries were: Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela.

1.4
As PDP-I1 started, Argentina was already consolidating macroeconomic stability
and reform beginning with the 1991 Convertibility Plan that had conquered hyper
inflation and later fixed the Argentine peso exchange rate to the US dollar at 1:1. It was
appropriate to use PDP-I1 (and later SALs) to help public sector fiscal stability and
reform to reach down to the important provincial level too. In Argentina, as in other Latin
American countries sucli as Brazil and Colombia by the mid 1990s, national level reform
had made good progress, but reform had yet to penetrate lower levels of government
(Jones 2000). But macro stability itself was short-lived in Argentina. Soaring public debt
and runaway public expenditures-fuelled in part by provinces themselves-forced
drastic spending cuts that led to street protests and a run on the banks in 200 1, when
national GDP fell by 4.4 percent. By year's end, an IMF bailout of US$39.7 billion, the
largest to date, secured among other things an agreement by provincial governors to
freeze spending. This was not enough to prevent the sharp devaluation of the peso and
default on foreign debt the following year. Thus, 2002 saw GDP fall by a further 10.9
percent as Argentina endured one of its worst social, political and economic crises in
recent history. This PPAR is not just about PDP-11's survival through this, but also about
its ongoing development effectiveness afterward.

Objectives and Design
Box 1. Summary of Project Objectives and Components
Argentina Second Provincial Development Project (Ln.3877)
Objectives
To support the Provinces in undertaking their own public sector reform
programs that are consistent with the national reform program.
To assist the Provinces in implementing appropriate financial
management reforms to generate current account surpluses and to
strengthen their capacity to plan, program, finance, execute and
monitor investment programs that are economically efficient, financial
sustainable, institutionally manageable and environmentally sound.
To provide financing for institutional development and physical
investments that will promote provincial economic development.
Final cost: US$303.9 m (95% of appraisal estimate)

Components (with costs in US million)
Institutional development-incl: revenue administration
systems; cadastres; integrated project evaluation; financial
management and control; training; studies of
privatizations-all at both national and provincial levels
(appraisal cost US$l13.3m./actual cost US$127.8m.).
Physical
maintenance
rehabilitation of existing works and completion of
unfinished works, covering roads, drainage, water supply
and sanitation, schools and health posts-not eligible for
financing under other Bank-financed projects (appraisal
cost US$181.7m./actual cost US$154.3m.).
Project administration (appraisal cost US$26.0m./actual
cost US$21.8m.).

Actual financing: 74% Bank; 26% Provincial Governments

2.1
The overall project objective, as reported by the Loan Agreement, was well
formulated for PDP-I1 to serve as an instrument for bringing public sector reforms to the
provincial level. Subsequent SALs may have pre-empted PDP-I1 as the Bank's reform
instrument of choice, but PDP-I1 clearly set the stage. It also guided subsequent SALs
towards those provinces most in need of and most willing to reform, even if the PDP-11:
SAL link was not formalized or acknowledged. Nevertheless, PDP-11's overall objective
was and remains substantially relevant today to Argentina's and the Bank's priority for a
sound provincial public sector, as it was in the mid-1990s. These priorities are clearly laid
out in the country assistance strategies (CAS) of 1995 (p. 33) and also of 2006 (p. 1). As
formulated in the staff appraisal report (SAR) this objective was somewhat less relevant,
with its greater emphasis upon simply providing more financial resources for provincial

investments. Evidently, the provision of more funds cannot itself be a development
objective. The IEG mission heard criticisms by federal officials in Argentina that the
objective was unduly ambitious for a single operation aimed at all the provinces at once,
plus the federal capital of Buenos Aires.
The second objective was highly relevant for its focus upon generating fiscal
2.2
current account surpluses at the provincial level-a good reform indicator readily
monitorable during implementation. This surplus (or deficit) was simply measured as the
difference between total provincial current revenues (excluding discretionary grants) and
total current expenditures (SAR p.9). This objective also made clear that PDP-I1 intended
to help provinces achieve better quality investment programs.
2.3
The third objective was only modestly relevant. Providing financing by itself
cannot be a development result. Moreover, PDP-I1 did not spell out what institutional
development (ID) and physical investments would best help provincial economic
development, nor what indicators would measure it. Thus, the objective and project
design provided no guidance to the type of investment to help a province achieve an
undoubtedly worthwhile goal. Without clearer guidance, PDP-I1 encountered difficulties
in selecting investments, providing specialist support to supervise them, and aligning
them with sectoral priorities; all important issues in the evaluation of this project.
Inconsistencies were evident in a design that specified that PDP-I1 would not finance sub
projects eligible for funding under other projects, implying that PDP-11's sub-projects
would be only of second order priority, and perhaps unrelated to sector strategies traced
by those other projects. PDP-11's design was also contradictory when it recused itself
from supporting sectoral reforms and yet insisted that all its investments would fit Bank
sector strategies. To support such strategies, aimed at sectoral reforms among other
things, then PDP-I1 itself has to be an explicit instrument of reform. A positive (or
negative) list of eligible physical investments, if nothing more as a first step, might have
been brought sectoral more clarity to the project design. In its comments on this PPAR,
the Borrower indeed confirmed that sectoral development itself was not an objective
foreseen in the design of the project.
IEG considers the project design itself was modestly relevant for achieving PDP2.4
11's declared objectives. Its strengths lay in its fully engaging provinces, requiring them
to commit to reform through a PDP-I1 specific Financial Action and Investment Plan
(FAIP) and contribute substantial counterpart funding. These aspects drew from positive
Bank experiences with municipal development projects (MDPs); a debt to earlier MDPs
in Brazil (and Argentina itself) that the SAR (pp. 3 1-33) explicitly acknowledges. PDP-I1
funding would be on-lent by the federal government to provinces who would demonstrate
their credit worthiness through generating current surpluses and minimizing debt service
ratios. Weaknesses of the design included a less clear relationship between PDP-11's ID
progress and physical investments. An MDP operation typically provided the latter as a
reward for the former. Also, as already mentioned, the design did not make clear what
physical investments PDP-I1 expected to make. This indeterminate nature of the project
design was exacerbated by somewhat oblique references in the SAR (p.8) to its "demanddriven" and "time-slice" features-when there had been no assessment of demand, nor a
conception of programmatic loan (normally associated with a "time-slice"). In its

comments on the PPAR, the Region notes that this lack of focus made the operation
difficult to supervise and very difficult to monitor and evaluate.
2.5
Considering the positive and negative aspects, IEG rates the relevance of PDP-11's
objectives and design as substantially relevant. At the same time, due recognition should
be given to the informed risk-taking that lay behind the decision by the Bank and
Argentina to go ahead with this operation when the country faced profound change and
uncertainty. There was no separate quality-at-entry by the Quality Assurance Group
(QAG) for this operation.

3.

Implementation and Costs

Project start up was slow, owing to delays in the signing the Loan Agreement
3.1
with the Bank and in preparing the subsidiary loan agreements with participating
provinces. As they sought the support from their own political representatives, provinces
themselves were slow in ratifying subsidiary loan and participation agreements with the
federal government and in formally adopting PDP-11's operations manual. At the
provincial level, delays are more difficult to understand since provinces had only to
replicate the implementation arrangements of PDP-I. Most of them had only, for instance,
to properly gear up and staff their existing provincial executing units (UEPs) rather than
create them from scratch. Once underway, implementation was brisk, though.
Remarkably, given the onset of crisis, 88 percent of the loan was disbursed by the
original June 2002 closing date. To help the provinces emerge from the 2001 -2002 crisis,
and to complete all physical investments, loan closing was extended by three years.
By completion, PDP-I1 had spent US$127.8 million on its ID component through
3.2
104 ID sub-projects in 2 1 provinces, making this one of the biggest ever single project
investments in technical assistance supported by the Bank anywhere. Two thirds was
spent on consulting services-through more than 120 contracts-and training and one
third on goods, mostly computer equipment. PDP-I1 helped provinces better manage their
finances principally through improved information flows across departments of
provincial government via modern comp~~ter
networks. The project financed both the
network servers and desktop computers, even stabilizing the power supply where
necessary to ensure the correct functioning of the network. The IEG mission was able to
verify that they were fully operational during the mission's inspection of them in
Misiones and Salta. In Tierra del Fuego province that had not benefited from this support
by PDP-11, the older local area network serving the provincial administration was in a
more precarious condition. In provinces where they were modernized by PDP-11, local
area networks also helped human resource management. This was part of the Argentina's
Integrated Personnel Administration System (SIAP - Sistema Integrado de
Administracion de Personal), extended to all departments of the provincial government in
Misiones for instance http://www.siap.misiones.gov.ar/, as the IEG mission could see
during its field visits there. Better information flows ensured better control over
personnel expenditures by provinces. On the other hand, provincial staff told IEG that
they appreciated the more reliable and punctual salary and benefit payments that the

systems improved by the project ensured. PDP-I1 also spent US$5.0 million on training,
some of it at the postgraduate level in financial systems in Buenos Aires.
PDP-I1 technical assistance (TA) provided substantial support to expand the
3.3
coverage of property cadastres in 13 provinces. These generated increased property tax
revenues, reaped by municipalities in some provinces but by provincial administration
itself in others. The IEG mission was impressed by the project efforts in Salta to satellite
image the entire province at a 1:100,000 scale, down to detailed 1:1000 scale mapping of
key urban areas. A geodesic network of 100 markers throughout the province ensured the
most accurate mapping in this province's long history. To complement the mapping,
PDP-I1 provided TA and training in property valuation. Local officials in Salta told IEG
that what they call "fiscal" valuations, are approaching, but still short of full market
values. Whatever the limitations, the cadastre progress in a province like Salta that drew
considerable benefit from the project stands in contrast to the precarious conditions of the
old paper document driven approach in a province like Tierra del Fuego that did not
likewise benefit.2~oday,Salta's is readily accessible (to authorized users by password
kindly loaned to IEG by the provincial authorities during the mission) on the web. To
deal with public inquiries about the cadastre, property tax, or any other provincial
business, Salta, as well as Cordoba and Santa Fe, introduced one stop windows called
mesas de partes in Argentina, where the public could make direct contact with the
respective provinces.
Physical investments by PDP-I1 amounted to US$154.3 million, and resulting in a
3.4
disparate array of 18 large works across different sectors in 11 provinces. The six largest
works, each costing more than US$10 million, included the "Justice City" court complex
in Salta, hospitals in Cordoba, Santa Fe and Forniosa, school rehabilitation in the capital
Buenos Aires and road investments in Misiones.
3.5
Salta's Justice City complex was a singular PDP-I1 sub-project. It involved the
rapid construction in just 14 months of a 50,000 m2 four storey building with associated
infrastructure on a green-field site some seven kilometers to the west of Salta city center.
The IEG mission visit to the complex came just twelve months after it began operating.
The premises were built to a high standard to accommodate for the first time under one
roof all provincial courts. These had been scattered across 23 often poorly equipped
locations before. That dispersion had disrupted court proceedings and the efficiency of
due process. Local officials also claim that, with its closed circuit television (CCTV)
cameras throughout, the computer controlled air conditioning, fire prevention and utility
services, that the Justice City is the first "intelligent" building in Salta. The
"computerization" of justice in one place eased inforniation flows. These included self
service computer terminals for the public to follow the progress of cases and a revamped
Internet page www.justiciasalta.gov.ar/. Whether these translated into productivity gains,
such as quicker court decisions, is still unknown without the necessary before and afterIn its comments on the PPAR, the Borrower considers this and other references to Tierra del Fuego
Province to be correct, the Borrower does not consider the experience of the province to be relevant for
evaluation, as it did not implement a number of sub-projects foreseen under PDP-11. For IEG, the relevance
of the province's experience derives precisely from its not fully benefiting from the project. It thereby
provides a counterfactual experience to compare with other provinces that participated more intensely with
PDP-11.

project data. Today, some 10,000 people circulate through a building each day where
2,100 people work. Its rather distant location from Salta city, that is nevertheless
accessible by car and public transport, might seem to make justice seem remote from the
residents of Salta city at least. On .the other hand, this sub-project did enable PDP-I1
unexpectedly to contribute to judicial reform efforts in Salta. It was made possible
through the specialized professional input that the Bank was able to mobilize, much to
the liking of the provincial authorities.
Among sectors, PDP-I1 made most physical investment in health. Altogether it
3.6
spent US$69.2 million on building three new hospitals in Santa Fe, Cordoba, and
Formosa, and rehabilitating two others in the provinces of Rio Negro and Santiago del
Estero. The IEG mission did not visit these hospitals, but learned from project reports that
all are reported to be fi~nctioningtoday, although the hospital in Formosa began
functioning only in 2005, five years after construction was completed. In its comments on
this PPAR, the Borrower reported that construction delays actually meant that work on
this hospital was completed in 2002, but delivery of necessary equipment and difficulties
in recruiting the technical and professional staff for the complex services planned
contributed to its delayed entry into operation which is currently at 80 percent of its
capacity. Performance indicators for these hospitals reported in the ICR vary enormously.
For instance, the hospital in Cordoba attended 94,233 inpatients while that in Formosa
only 1,343 inpatients, even .though the costs were similar, at around US$20 million for
each hospital. Whatever the actual level of service provided, it is still unclear how why
hospital investments were chosen by these particular provinces and how they related to
sector priorities determined by the parallel Provincial Health Development Project
(Ln393 I), rated unsatisfactory by IEG.
PDP-I1 invested US$21.2 million in education sub-projects, 85 percent of which
3.7
went to building and rehabilitating 257 schools in Buenos Aires province, mostly around
the capital city itself. Bank reports indicate that these investments were coordinated with
the parallel Bank financed Decentralization of Secondary Education Project (Ln3794),
rated satisfactory by IEG, but the actual mechanisms of coordination were not clear.
According to Borrower comments, PDP-I1 financed schools for which there was not
funding under Ln3794. The remaining 15 percent of PDP-11's was spent on a similar but
smaller sub-project in Misiones for 17 schools.
Also in Misiones PDP-I1 made its largest road investment of US$15.4 million in
3.8
road surface and bridge rehabilitation. The works inspected by the IEG mission-paving
of major access roads in the provincial capital Posadas and strengthening two bridges on
major highways in the north of the province-were all completed to a high standard, well
maintained and intensely used.
3.9
Bank supervision was intense. All IEG mission interlocutors confirmed their
interactions from time to time with Bank supervision missions fielded either fiom
Washington DC or Buenos Aires. PDP-11's Borrower team at the MOI in Buenos Aires
was also proactive during implementation. Provincial officials mentioned that both teams
were involved in helping to find solutions to implementation difficulties. International
Competitive Bidding (ICB), used a lot in PDP-11, proved to be a challenge for provinces
during implementation, however. Provincial staff in Salta and Misiones told IEG that

they could have done with more advice on ICB, especially since they felt that ICB itself
was imposed upon them top-down. This comment was also reserved for other project
norms such as the project operations m a n ~ a l .IEG
~ notes that procurement specialists
were fielded within supervision missions, but perhaps more could be done to provide
systematic training in procurement at central locations in Buenos Aires for officials of
diverse projects across the country. Nevertheless, provincial officials affirmed that local
team moral was high in their respective provinces. In Misiones, the local team was proud
that they were able complete most of PDP-I1 implementation work without having to rely
too much on external consultants as they had in the past. In Salta, the local team was also
proud that it had been able too successfully negotiate a new loan with the Inter-American
Development Bank (IADB) without once having to hire consultants.
3.10 Although PDP-I1 financed much ID support and physical infrastructure during the
nine years of its implementation, it remains ~mclearwhy particular investments were
chosen. The resulting disparate collection of PDP-I1 interventions cannot constitute a
strategy for stimulating provincial development as intended. The 11 provinces that did
not use PDP-I1 funding for physical investments, evidently were not uninterested in
promoting their own economic development. Across sectors, it remains unclear why only
three provinces chose to invest in education. Although PDP-I1 left an array of useful
physical interventions, it did not constitute an obvious strategy for promoting provincial
economic development to which PDP-I1 had pledged its support.

Monitoring and Evaluation
4.1
The project's M&E design was very weak. The SAR (p. 71) refers to the use of
"standard performance indicators" to facilitate .the assessment of the project impact. In
fact, these were 25 ratios of a province's fiscal performance, ranging from own:total
revenues, capita1:current expenditures, and total debt:transfers (SAR p. 74). As noted in
the ICR, some of these ratios, such as those involving transfers, were dependent upon the
federal government, and beyond the control of the provinces (ICR p.7). Furthermore, the
M&E design did not provide baseline data or targets for these ratios. IEG agrees with the
ICR assessment that the project's monitoring indicators were not adequate (ICR p.7), and
that the project's inadequate provisions for monitoring did not permit ready comparisons
of actual results with planned achievements (ICR p. 39). While recognizing these
shortcomings, the ICR did not attempt to retrofit a logframe to assess the performance of
this project. Also, PDP-I1 required more than just financial ratios to monitor the
achievement of its objectives. It also needed indicators of structural reform, institutional
capacity and economic development.
4.2
Even the limited set of financial ratios was not fully monitored during
implementation. An important exception was a province's current account surplus. But
3

In its comments on the PPAR, the Borrower correctly points out, and IEG agrees, that ICB and other
requirements were not randomly imposed, but indeed contractual conditions of PDP-11. Contracts above
agreed ceiling required ICB as per the project's legal agreements. Nevertheless, the IEG mission did hear
several interlocutors in the provinces say how they did not feel that they had been party to these contractual
conditions.

this was more than just a performance indicator; it was a criterion of eligibility to
participate in the project. In discussions with the IEG mission in Buenos Aires, staff of
MOI's central executing unit (UEC) confirmed that PDP-I1 was implemented without
effective monitoring of performance indicators. Despite the recognition of the initial
shortcomings, there was not a concerted effort later to retrofit indicators to measure
outcomes, something that can be reasonably be done at least until a project's mid term.
As a result of this, M&E was not effectively deployed for PDP-11, nor could any results
be fed back into subsequent operations. The project team made important efforts during
implementation to develop o ~ ~ t c o mindicators,
e
but with little success, in part because of
the lack of baseline data. For these reasons, IEG rates the M&E of this project as
negligible.

5.

A Broader Issue: Re-centralization.

Some analysts believed that decentralization in Argentina had gone too far in the
5.1
1980s and early 1990s, since the authority and autonomy invested in its provinces had
hampered federal authorities' pursuit of macro-economic policy and adoption of national
policies for key sectors. Fiscal profligacy of Argentina's provinces has been cited as one
cause of the country's meltdown in 2001, and as a contributing factor to earlier crises.
Out of control provincial expenditures in some sectors, notably education, led to
tightening by the federal government (Eaton 2006). Information, too, was excessively
decentralized. Prior to PDP-11, several provinces were reluctant to share financial and
economic data with federal authorities, according to the Bank's appraisal team. Even
today, Argentina's National Statistical Office, (INDEC Instituto Nacional de Estadistica
y Censos) that publishes the national accounts among other things, does not report GDP
and other statistics at the provincial level. This is the result of federal policy adopted by
INDEC of "nonnative centralization and executive decentralization". In this evaluation,
IEG was able to benefit from data assembled by CEPAL's (The U.N. Economic
Commission for Latin America) ongoing technical cooperation with MOE to monitor the
economies and finances of Argentina's provinces.
These problems, together with the initial success of macroeconomic stabilization
5.2
through the 1991 Convertibility Plan, led the federal government to draw power and
fiscal responsibility back from the provinces-in other words to re-centralize. Service
delivery responsibilities would themselves remain decentralized, but would observe
nationally observed standards of efficacy and efficiency. Moves to re-centralize during
the late 1990s were not pursued in Argentina only. They occurred in Brazil, too, through
that country's draconian Fiscal Responsibility Law of 2000 (Eaton 2006). Beyond Latin
America, re-centralization was also under way in China, where a centralized tax system
was introduced for the first time in 1994 (Ahrnad 2003). In another more extreme case of
re-centralization, Russia clawed back powers and responsibilities that had been
decentralized to such an extent that some constituent units of the Russian Federation even
declared independence and refused to remit taxes to the center (Treisman 1999). In the
less dramatic situation of Argentina, PDP-I1 can be understood as an instrument of recentralization. In its comments on the PPAR, the Borrower makes clear that it does not
consider that PDP-I1 was intended to serve as an instrument of re-centralization, nor were

its actions-such as encouraging provincial revenue generation-in keeping with such a
purpose. IEG's assessment, however, is based upon the actual increased involvement of
the federal government in provincial development affairs brought by the project. It does
not imply any criticism of PDP-11. For the PPAR, whether the objectives were or not
achieved is more important than the approach adopted, namely decentralization or
recentralization. PDP-I1 offered financial resources and substantial technical assistance in
return for a province's commitment to reform on federal and Bank terms-a commitment
that improved macroeconomic stability and sector performance, while chipping away a
little at a province's autonomy and freedom of action.
PDP-I1 did this by being part of agreements between nearly all provincial
5.3
governments and the federal authorities to tighten fiscal performance at the provincial
level. Since provinces willingly entered into these agreements, their constitutional
authority and autonomy were not formally undermined. Nevertheless, their agreement to
meet fiscal targets of generating current account surpluses, for instance, in order to
participate in PDP-11, applied a break to decentralization, setting re-centralization in
motion. Also, for some sectoral interventions, such as the judiciary, roads, hospitals and
education, provinces agreed to abide by standards set at a higher level, involving a
multilateral bank. Also through the PDP-I1 experience, provinces agreed to share more
information with the federal government .through the project UEC. Without imposing
direct central control upon activities clearly conducted more efficiently at the subnational
level, a modest re-centralization may help make subnational programs more efficient and
transparent, even PDP-I1 made only modest progress in this regard.

6.

Outcomes by Objective

Project efficacy in achieving this objective was substantial. Just by participating
6.1
in PDP-I1 a province acknowledged that it was in need to reform. Each participating
province had to report a current account fiscal surplus and to manage debt service within
tight financing parameters. The fact that 22 out of 23 of Argentina's provinces, where
98.6 percent of nation's population lives, signed on to PDP-I1 attests to the project's
success in engaging them in a dialogue about their own reform programs. IEG's
assessment is based upon the support the project gave to the provincial reform programs.
It is not about the progress of the provincial reforms programs themselves, which varied
considerably across provinces.
When considering PDP-11's provincial level impacts, it is important to note the
6.2
presence of other players in the reform agenda and the large scale of provincial
economies and finances themselves. Other reform efforts were underway through
provincial SALs financed by the World Bank itself and also large scale funding by the
Inter-American Development Bank (IADB). Moreover, PDP-I1 expenditures, although
large by Bank standards, were equivalent to just 0.5 percent of all investment made by
Argentina's provinces over the 1996-2005 project period. Across provinces, the highest
PDP-I1 share was 1.7 percent in Salta (Annex Table A.l). The PDP-I1 ICR is correct to
conclude that "it is not possible to establish direct causal links between the project

investments and the public sector performance of the participating provinces during the
life of the project" (ICR p. 8).
GENERATING
FISCALSURPLUSES
AND CAPACITY
BUILDING
Efficacy in achieving this objective was modest, with stronger results in capacity
6.3
building than in generating fiscal surpluses. Data show (Annex Table A.3) a significant
improvement in provincial performance overall in generating current account surpluses,
rising from 3.2 percent before the project in 1995 to 17.3 percent after the project in
2005. But these gains have been enjoyed by nearly all provinces, not just those most
closely engaged with PDP-11. Also, it should be noted that 1995 was an election year, in
which provincial expenditures have been found to be notably higher (and surpluses
lower) than in other years (Jones 2000 p. 330). The weakest performance of all was by
the second most important PDP-I1 client, the Province of Buenos Aires. But how can one
reasonably expect a project investment of US$35.1 million over a ten year period to have
an impact on fiscal performance of a province whose economy generates US$62.2 billion
GDP and invested US$702 million per annum? The ICR reported that provinces adopting
PDP-I1 tax modernization programs improved their own tax collection (expressed by the
own revenues share of total revenues) than other provinces did. But as the ICR itself
correctly points out, the denominator in this ratio, total revenues, is not fully under the
control of the provincial authorities. IEG reviewed the result reported by the ICR that
PDP-I1 tax package provinces collected a higher share of taxes due than others. IEG
found that the very high standard deviations of the tax effort across the two groups of
provinces meant that the differences reported by the ICR were not statistically significant.
Furthermore, the ICR analysis used unweighted means that gave unwarranted
prominence to very small provinces. Unweighted means also diminish the importance of
Buenos Aires Province that accounts for one third of the country's economy and
population. The ICR asked the right evaluation questions, the project team made an
important effort in trying to measure project impacts, but did not adopt a rigorous
approach that would help get the right evaluation answers.
Meantime, another important financial indicator shows a worrisome result in the
6.4
provinces. Their total debt rose from US$13.9 billion equivalent in 1995 to US$27.2
billion equivalent by 2005; this even with the drastic peso:dollar devaluation over this
period. In these circumstances a 96% increase in real US dollar terms was a very sharp
one in itself, especially for economies that grew by only 25 percent over the same period.
The rapid growth of provincial debt in the 1990s led the federal government to make a
debt exchange agreement with them in 2001, effectively bailing them out as the
Convertibility Plan collapsed in crisis (Asensio 2006, p.369).
As an investment loan dispensing technical assistance support, PDP-I1 served as
6.5
an effective channel for introducing specific skills, knowledge and techniques demanded
by reforming provinces. A policy loan may have similar leverage for reform, but does not
necessarily provide the necessary tools. Thus, PDP-I1 had helped many provinces
improve their capacity to manage their finances as well as plan and implement
investment programs. Thanks to the project, the provinces of Salta, Misiones and San
Luis went so far as to hire private firms to manage their tax administrations. Officials
from the provinces of Misiones told the IEG mission that they benefited from

performance based management, while not losing control of the tax administration itself.
They said the biggest capacity gain came through the adoption of the Integrated System
of Provincial Administration (SIAP - Sistema Integrado de Administracidn Provincial).
During its field visit, IEG saw the local area computer networks applying SIAP fully
functioning and being used by a range of departments across the provincial
administration, not only in the provincial capital Posadas, but also in field offices in the
interior too. Before the project, accounting was done by hand. It had often led to incorrect
(and slow) payments to suppliers and provincial staff. Centralized comp~~ter
systems were
much faster and more accurate according to the staff of Misiones Province.
6.6
Officials in Salta told IEG that cadastre updating and broadening through PDP-I1
had resulted in doubling the area covered and a 40 percent increase in the tax base (whose
benefits will mostly accrue to municipal authorities in that province). Today, the webbased system of Salta's cadastre is working well. Given direct access to it by the
provincial authorities, the IEG mission was able to verify the ease with which it allows
provincial and municipal managers to track properties and their fiscal values, as well as
the status of property tax due. Another 20 provinces implemented cadastral updates
thanks to PDP-11, but to lesser degrees, depending upon the extent to which cadastral
authority had been delegated by .the respective province to its municipalities. This
delegation varies considerably across provinces in Argentina. In Salta, responsibility for
the cadastre, but not for revenue collection that remains largely with municipalities.
While the overall result may have been modest, we should not underestimate the
6.7
resilience of PDP-I1 in not only surviving .the 2001-2002 crisis, but continuing to deliver
results afterward.
If sub-projects were not chosen for provincial econonlic development reasons,
6.8
then it is not clear how the disparate group of PDP-I1 physical investments emerged.
Evidently the half of PDP-11's participating provinces that made no physical investments
through PDP-I1 was not disinterested in econonlic development. Across sectors, it is not
clear why PDP-I1 made education investments in only three provinces, and investment in
the judicial sector in only one. Within one sector, health, we do not know why PDP-I1
invested only in building and rehabilitating hospitals, when primary and preventative
health care is a more typical priority. Thus, while most of the individual investments,
including those inspected by the IEG mission, were reportedly performing well, a
program strategy to impact provincial economic development through sectoral support
was missing.

MOREFINANCING
FOR INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
AND PHYSICAL
INVESTMENTS
Efficacy is rated as modest. PDP-I1 did indeed provide additional financing for
6.9
127.8 million in ID plus US 154.3 million for 18 physical investments in 11 provinces.
But as noted earlier in this PPAR, providing more finance alone cannot be an objective of
an operation. PDP-I1 expected these investments to promote the economic development
of the province that hosted them, but it is difficult, if not impossible, to assess whether
this happened. PDP-I1 investments were a small share of all provincial investments. Only
in three of them, Salta, Misiones and Formosa, did overall PDP-I1 spending exceed 1.0
percent of all investment by the province over the 1996-2005 period (Annex Table A. 1).
Nor were PDP-I1 investments chosen, it seems, to be most likely to stimulate provincial

economic development. IEG could find no evidence that the economic growth of
provinces receiving most PDP-I1 investment was significantly higher than those that
received little (Annex Tables A.l and A.2). There is a link between the political make up
of the a province and its participation in PDP-I1 investment however. The governors of
the five provinces with most PDP-I1 investment (56.3 percent of the total - Salta, Buenos
Aires, Misiones, Santa Fe and Formosa) all belonged to same political party as the
President of Argentina during the 1995-2005 period. This is not to infer any favoritism on
the part of PDP-11. It simply confirms the findings of research showing that subnational
reform in Argentina has been driven in part by loyalties owed by provincial governors to
a President of the same party (Jones 2000). In its comments on the PPAR, the Borrower
notes that, since the political leanings of Argentina's Presidents varied during this period,
no direct correlation between a province's politics and funding received can be
established.
6.10 Efficiency in achieving this objective was modest overall. Good results, yielding
economic rates of return (ERRS) in the 26-38 percent range from road investments (that
accounted for only 10 percent of PDP-11's physical investments) were offset by poor
results of a new hospital little used and another that only opened its doors five years after
construction was complete. In other cases, such as judiciary sub-projects, efficiency is
difficult to assess accurately with the data that is presently available.

On balance, the overall outcome of the PDP-I1 project is rated Moderately
7.1
Satisfactory, making it a useful and worthwhile operation for strengthening provinces in
Argentina. It achieved its objective of supporting provincial reform; but there were some
shortcomings in generating the expected provincial fiscal surpluses and achieving the
intended provincial economic development, neither result being strongly influenced by
the project itself. Overall relevance of the project objectives and design is rated
Substantial; stronger with the priority given to supporting reform and capacity building,
while weaker with the unrealistic intent of a relatively small operation impacting
provincial economic development. Efficacy, is rated Modest with the shortconlings just
mentioned offset by greater success in supporting reform-read support and not achieve
reform. Efficiency is rated Modest too, since PDP-I1 incurred a large expenditure for
relatively modest gains. The Risk to Development Outcomes is rated as Negligible;
whatever the political and economic circumstances of the country, commitment to reform
at the provincial level is irreversible (even if actual progress may be uneven). IEG ranks
Bank Performance as Moderately Satisfactory, less than fully so for the unevenly
formulated project design and intent, and the poor M&E set up; Bank performance
improved during supervision as it responded flexibly to the disparate sectoral demands
provinces placed upon PDP-11. Borrower Performance is rated Satisfactory particularly
for having secured the project through the 2001-2002 crisis, even using PDP-I1 as an
instrument of recovery from it.

8.

Findings and Lessons

The project experience of PDP-I1 confirms the following IEG lessons, applicable to all
countries, not just to those with federal systems like Argentina's:
Leaving a menu of possible infrastructure sub-projects too open can lead to
demands for specialist advice from disparate sectors that can be difficult to meet.
If infrastructure investments are to promote subnational economic development,
their likely impacts should be made explicit through performance targets and
indicators. More research is needed to better understand investments that best
secure such impacts.
Project design should shy away from including objectives that purport a result that
is not commensurate with the scale and scope of an operation, or not measurable.
Comparing outcomes in provinces (or in other subnational jurisdictions) that
received project assistance with outcomes in .those that did not can be a sound
approach to evaluation. But it requires rigorous statistical testing when comparing
means of outcome indicators. Where standard deviations are large, an apparent
difference of means can be statistically insignificant.
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Annex A. Basic Data Sheet

Appraisal
estimate

Actual or
current estimate

Actual as % of
appraisal estimate

Total project costs
Loan amount
Cofinancing
Cancellation

Cumulative Estimated and Actual Disbursements
FY96 FY97 FY98

FY99

FYOO

(amounts in US$ million)

FYOI

FY02

FY03

FY04

Appraisal estimate
(US$M)
Actual (US$M)
Actual as % of
appraisal
Date of final disbursement: Planned June 30, 2002; Actual

Original

Negotiations
Board approval
Signing
Effectiveness
Closing date

Actual

FY05

Stage of Project Cycle

Actual Latest Estimate
US$('OOO)
No. Staff weeks

IdentificationIPreparation
AppraisalINegotiation
Supervision
ICR
Total

*Bank Staff estimate

Mission Data
Date

No. of
persons

Specializations
represented

Identification1
Preparation

TASK TEAM LEADER (1);
CONSULTANT (1);
OPERATIONS ANALYST (1);
INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOP. (1);
FINANCIAL SPECIALIST ( I )

Appraisal1
Negotiation

TASK TEAM LEADER (1);
CONSULTANT (1);
OPERATIONS ANALYST (1);
PROCUREMENT (1);
INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOP.(I);
FINANCIAL SPECIALIST ( I )

Supervision

CONSULTANT (2); URBAN
DEVELOP(1); OPERATIONS
ANALYST (1)
CONSULTANT (2);
OPERATIONS ANALYST (1);
PROCUREMENT (1)
TASK MANAGER (1);
CONSULTANT (1)
MISSION LEADER (1); GIs
SPECIALIST (1);
INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOP. (1);
URBAN SPECIALIST (1);
ENGINEER (1)
MISSION LEADER (1);
FINANCIAL SPECIALIST (2);
GIs SPECIALIST ( I )

Performance Rating
1mple.Prog. Dev,Objective

TASK MANAGER (1); FINANCIAL
ADMINISTRATOR (1);
PROCUREMENT (I); URBAN (1);
PUBLIC SECTOR (1); WORKS
(1); JUDICIAL REFORM (1)
TASK MANAGER (1); FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT (1); JUDICIAL
REFORM (2); COMMUNITY
SAFETY (1); PUBLIC SECTOR
(1
TASK TEAM LEADER (1);
CONSULTANT (1); JUDICIAL
REFORM (1); FISCAL REFORM
(1); JUDICIAL REFORM (1)
TM AND MISSION LEADER ( I ) ;
OPERATIONS ANALYST ( I )
TASK MANAGER (1);
PROCUREMENT (2); JUDICIAL
REFORM (1); CADASTRE (1);
FINANCIAL ADMINISTR.(I);
PUBLIC SECTOR REFORM (1)
TASK MANAGER (1); JUDICIAL
POWER (1); OPERATIONS (1);
URBAN (1)
TASK MANAGER (1);
OPERATIONS (1); PUBLIC
SECTOR SPECIALIST (1);
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ( I )
TASK MANAGER (1);
OPERATIONS (1);
PROCUREMENT (1); FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT (1); PUBLIC
SECTOR SPEC. (1)
TASK MANAGER (1);
OPERATIONS (1); PS
SPECIALIST (1); FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT (1); CIVIL
WORKS (1)
ICR

TASK MANAGER (I),
OPERATIONS ANALYST(I), PS
SPECIALIST (I), IT
SPECIALIST(1)

Other Project Data
CONTEMPORANEOUS
AND FOLLOW-ON
OPERATIONS
IN ARGENTINA

Operation.

Provincial Reform Loan
Decentralization of Secondary Education
Provincial Bank Privatization
Provincial Health Sector Development

Loan no.

Amount
(US$ million)

Board
date (FYJ

IEG
outcome
rating
Highly Sat
Unsat
Ongoing
Unsat

Provincial Roads

Mod Sat

Provincial Agricultural Development

Ongoing

First Provincial Pension Reform
Provincial Reform Tucuman
Provincial Reform Salta

Highly Sat
Mod Sat
Sat

Provincial Reform San Juan

Unsat

Provincial Reform Rio Negro

Unsat

Provincial Reform Catamarca
Provincial Reform Cordoba

Mod Unsat

Provincial Reform Santa Fe
Federal Provincial Fiscal Relations

Mod Sat

Annex B. Data on Argentina's Provinces
Table A . l Second Provincial Development Project (PDP-II) - Spending by Province
Province
Salta
Buenos Aires
Misiones
Santa Fe
Formosa
Cordoba
Neuquen
Corrientes
Santiago Del Estero
Entre Rios
Rio Negro
San Juan
Tucuman
Jujuy
Chubut
La Rioja
San Luis
Munic. Buenos Aires
Santa Cruz
Mendoza
Catamarca
Tierra Del Fuego
Chaco
La Pampa
Total Argentina:

Population
(millions)
1.2
14.3
1.I
3.1
0.5
3.2
0.5
1.O
0.9
1.2
0.6
0.7
1.4
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.4
2.7
0.2
1.7
0.4
0.1
1.1
0.3
37.9

PDP-II Expenditures (in US$ millions)
Total
Physical
Inst. Dev.
14.6
35.3
20.8
35.1
24.1
10.9
32.1
11.6
20.4
29.1
5.0
24.1
23.7
27.3
3.5
23.7
6.0
17.7
20.9
19.7
1.3
15.8
7.4
8.4
14.6
2.4
12.2
14.2
12.8
1.4
6.1
1.1
5.1
5.4
5.4
4.8
4.8
4.5
4.5
4.4
1.4
3.0
4.0
4.0
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0

127.8

154.3

282.1

(in US$) PDP- II Expenditure as share of all
Provincial Investment 1996-2005
Totallcap
1.7%
29.6
0.5%
2.5
1.I%
30.2
0.7%
9.4
1.3%
51.I
0.7%
7.4
0.7%
39.9
0.7%
15.8
16.9
0.6%
0.8%
11.6
0.4%
10.6
0.5%
8.2
0.2%
3.3
0.3%
6.7
0.2%
9.9
0.4%
12.3
4.2
0.1%
0.0%
0.6
0.0%
6.1
0.0%
0.1
0.0%
0.2
0.0%
0.3
0.0%
0.0
0.0%
0.0
7.44
0.5%

Source: Project documentation; CEPAL, MOE. Note: Provinces are in descending order PDP- I1 expenditures. Provinces in bold text are those where PDP- I1 invested more than
US925 million.

San Juan
Tucuman
Jujuy
Chubut
La Rioja
San Luis
Munic. Buenos Aires
Santa Cruz
Mendoza
Catamarca
Tierra Del Fuego
Chaco
La Pampa
Total Argentina:

1.48
2.94
1.34
1.97
0.76
1.45
35.33
1.72
5.86
0.73
0.93
1.93
1.25
146.65

1.80
3.66
1.55
2.52
0.93
1.82
45.56
1.67
7.14
1.21
1.07
2.13
1.51
183.31

1.8%
2.0%
1.4%
2.3%
1.9%
2.1%
2.3%
-0.3%
1.8%
4.8%
1.3%
0.9%
1.8%
2.0%

Source: CEPAL from official data. Note: Provinces are in descending order PDP- I1 expenditures. Provinces in bold text are those where PDP- I1 invested more than US$25
million.

Annex C. Borrower Comments
(Unofficial Translation)
Ministry of Interior
Central Executing Unit
Note No. 00393 07

Buenos Aires, May 29,2007

Mr. Alain Barbu
Sector, Thematic and Global Evaluation
Independent Evaluation Group
World Bank

Ref.: Second Provincial Development Project
Loan: IBRD 3877-AR
Comments on Assessment Report

Dear Sir,
I am pleased to write you regarding the Performance Assessment Report for the project indicated
above, which you sent to us with a request for comments.
Ongoing monitoring by the Central Executing Unit (Unidad Ejecutor Central UEC), the
Provincial Executing Units (Unidades Ejecutoras Provinciales UEPs), and the Bank during
implementation and closing of the project facilitated the timely production of the different reports on
outcomes, which were submitted during supervision missions and at closing. The attached comments are
based on the work produced in the context of these activities.
Very truly yours,
Is/
[Illegible]
[World Bank stamp]

Comments on the PDP-I1 Performance Assessment Report Prepared by the Independent
Evaluation Group at the World Bank

INTRODUCTION
The comments, which are based on a reading of the report submitted for feedback from the implementing
agency, are provided below.

The project is considered satisfactory in terms of the achievement of objectives, given that it facilitated
significant improvement in the quality of management in those provinces which, through the project,
implemented reforms in the following basic sectors: cadastres, financial administration, tax
administration, and human resources. The quality of the outcomes was such that a number of these
provincial projects were recognized by the Bank as models to be replicated in other provinces.
Furthermore, the impact on financial performance was acceptable in that although the project did not lead
to a reversal of the situation, it did mitigate the negative effects of the crisis in those provinces where
management became more effective.
With respect to the analysis of the efficiency of projects, the timing oftheir implementation must be taken
into account, given that overvaluation of the peso had an impact on project costs. The cadastre and
revenue projects yielded a satisfactory return, which was higher in the case of the former.
In broad terms, our opinion is compatible with the evaluator's; namely, that the objective of promoting
the economic development of the provinces by financing institutional development and physical
investments proved to be overly ambitious for the operation in question.
In this regard, the impact achieved was modest, owing not only to changes in the economic context in
which the project took place, but also to factors exogenous to the project that had a major impact on this
process.
In addition, the scale of the operation did not lead to an infusion of significant additional resources taking
into account the aggregate output of the participating provinces, the duration of the operation, and the
scope of the objective set.
For ease of reference, the comments are provided in a manner that follows the organization of documents.
Para~rauh1.3:
The PDP-I1 was not prepared by the Ministry of Economy and Production of
Argentina; rather, it was prepared under the purview of the Ministry of Interior, the implementing agency
of the PDP-I. Pursuant to Decree 1732192 of September 18, 1992, oversight of the Ministry of
Economy's Central Executing Unit [UnidadEjecutora Central UEC] was transferred to the Ministry of
Interior's Secretariat for Provincial Public Sector Reform [Secretaria de Reforma del Sector Pziblico
Provincial]. Transfer of the UEC took place during implementation of the PDP-I, prior to the design and
signing of the PDP-11. In any event, the Ministry of Econon~yand Production is, even currently, the
borrower's representative, regardless of the entity that initiated the loan application and its implementing
agency. [corrected in PPAR text]
Moreover, the Second Municipal Development Project (MDP-11) was designed and implemented under
the purview of what was, at that time, the Secretariat for Social Development [Secretaria de Desarrollo
Social],the implementing agency for the MDP-I and which, during implementation, became the Ministry
of Federal Planning for Works and Public Services [Ministerio de Plan$cacidn Federal de Obras y
Servicios Pziblicos].
The link between the two programs was established on the basis of coordination between the
implementing agencies at the national level.
In addition, it should be noted that most Provincial Executing Units (UEPs) were responsible for
implementation of both programs in their respective provinces, an approach that guaranteed coordination
of provincial plans. In situations where two Executing Units existed in a province, both came under the

oversight of the same political entity. For example, in Buenos Aires Province, both Executing Units
operated under the oversight of the Ministry of Economy, which served as General Coordinator in both
instances.

Paragraph 2.3: Sectoral development was not an objective set forth in project design. As the
objectives mentioned indicate, the focus of the operation was to help provinces improve management of
provincial public administrations in a manner consistent with the national reform program.
The project had its own eligibility criteria, which were tied to the economic and financial sustainability of
projects and to the sustaining by provinces of fiscal behavior that would minimize loan repayment risk.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the project identified by the province was covered by a sector whose
development was addressed in a project that already existed, then steps had to be taken to ascertain the
conformity of the project in order to ensure that it was in line with the development objectives set forth in
the project and to coordinate activities. This was the case with education projects in Buenos Aires
Province, which were financed by the PDP-I1 when funding from the Secondary Education
Decentralization Project [Proyecto de Decentralizacidn y Mejoramiento de la Secundaria y Desarrollo de
la Educacidn Polimodal PRODIMES ] proved insufficient, and with the Health Sector Reform Project
[Proyecto de Reforma del Sector Salud PRESSAL], in the case of hospitals and provincial roadways
covered by road improvement projects.
Parapraph 3.1: We reiterate our comments made in paragraph 1.3 with respect to the Ministry of
Interior. The delay in the inclusion of the provinces was in part linked to the processing of legislative
authorization which took a long time in several instances and to the fact that many of them were
implementing the PDP-I.
Para~raph3.2: The large size ofthe institutional development component was advocated by both the
UEC and the provinces themselves, which were responsible for identifying and selecting projects to be
submitted for financing. This was in keeping with the strategy of advancing and strengthening the reform
process started in the 1980s, an approach that led to the magnitude of the investment and number of
contracts. With respect to the latter, it should be noted that in addition to contracts with executing
companies, project formulation and technical inspections were also funded.
An initial analysis indicates that the funds used for institutional development (ID) purposes did have a
significant impact, not only from an economic/financial point of view (for example, the investment in
cadastre projects was recouped during the first three years of operation, tax administration projects
significantly reduced delays and enhanced efficiency from a collection standpoint even during the periods
of macroeconomic crisis), but also greatly contributed to a shift in organizational culture through the
application of such concepts as process-oriented management, customer service, management oversight,
transparency, and dissemination of information on government actions - in the case of the
aforementioned projects as well as financial administration and human resources projects). The ID
component also had a great impact through the training provided to administrative personnel, which
paved the way for qualitative change that could be adopted by the different administrations.
Paragraph 3.5: While the reference to Tierra del Fuego is correct, we think that this province is not
relevant in terms of verifying the impact of the project in view of the fact that, despite having entered into
a participation agreement, it did not implement projects using the funding envisaged. Limited technical
assistance was provided at the beginning only, in order to formulate a project for modernization of the
judiciary and another involving the Revenue Department. In both instances, technical assistance led to
proposals which were later dropped by the provincial political authorities. It is important to bear in mind
that the program financed projects that were identified and selected by the provinces, which make
decisions autonomously. They merely had to meet the provincial and project eligibility criteria that were
established.

Para~raph3.6: With regard to the references made to the hospital in Formosa, we think that the
following additional clarifications are necessary: work began in August 1997 under a performance
contract for this work. It was expected to be completed in July 1999; however, work continued until end2002, as a result of changes in the macroeconomic situation which affected contracts being executed.
Procurement of equipment started in 2000, and in 2004, delivery of the last goods procured was still
pending. The outfitting of this hospital was affected by this situation and also by difficulties encountered
in recruiting the technical and professional staff required for such complex services. Given that this staff
could not be found in the province, cooperation agreements had to be concluded with other medical
entities and operations had to begin while services were gradually introduced. At the moment, it is
operating at 80 percent of its installed capacity.
Paragraph 3.7: Schools financed in Buenos Aires Province fell under the category of projects that
could not be funded under PRODIMES and were funded under the PDP-11, inasmuch as they met the
required conditions. The vast majority are located in areas of Greater Buenos Aires, given that these
areas have the greatest unmet demand for primary and secondary education.
Paragraph 3.9: The use of international competitive bidding procedures was outlined in Loan
Agreement 3877-AR. This agreement stipulated that works that cost US$5 million or more and the
procurement of goods in the amount of US$350,000 or more had to be obtained via an international
competitive bidding process using the IJ3RD's procurement guidelines. Consequently, this was a
contractual requirement rather than one that was randomly imposed by the project authorities or the
Bank's supervision mission. With a view to facilitating the application of these procedures, several
training courses were held and arrangements made for technical provincial teams to attend those courses
indicated by Bank experts.
Parapraph 3.10: As stated earlier, the focus of the project was on strengthening the management
systems of provinces in order to help improve current account performance, which would permit the
financing of their investment projects in the future (see objectives outlined in the SAR). With this
objective in mind, most provinces opted to implement ID projects. However, the investment projects
carried out had an impact on the productive sectors, such as the improvement of roads and irrigation
systems.
Paragraphs 4.1 - 4.2: With regard to the M&E plan, consideration should be given to the fact that at the
time of project design, the inclusion of project outcomes rather than impact indicators was required. For
this reason, the variables selected related to financial performance. During implementation, the Bank
indicated the need to assess project impact. Provincial Executing Units were informed of this. As is
borne out in the aides-m6moire related to supervision missions, the matter was addressed with the
provinces on many occasions, with actions plans being agreed upon for identifying a host of indicators,
redefining the baseline, and measuring results.
The office overseeing the cabinet of misters called on the UEC to conduct an impact assessment, which
was carried out by hiring independent external consultants.
Furthermore, the UEC worked on this based on a project assessment and impact report that was submitted
to the Bank and which we consider acceptable in light of the information provided above.
Chapter 5: It should be noted that the interpretation of the PDP-I1 as promoting a process of recentralization is not in keeping with the actions taken in this context.
Provincial eligibility was not contingent on meeting targets set by the Federal Government or
Bank, as was the case with what were known as "adjustment" loans. A current account
surplus was required in order to finance investment projects, given that this guaranteed the
operation and maintenance of the investments made, thereby imbuing them with the requisite

sustainability.
As stated repeatedly, provinces had sole responsibility for project selection. They formulated
their own investment plans and prioritized projects to be implemented in a manner .that was
completely independent of views held at the national level or by the Bank. They were
provided with a funding list from which they could make their choices.
A different interpretation of project guidelines leads to the opposite conclusion: the PDP-I1
strengthened the decentralization process in view of the fact that its objective of enhancing
the fiscal performance of provinces reduced their reliance in the future on the random
provision of State funding for both operating expenses and investment. In addition, one of
the objectives of the project was to increase the proportion of local funds to an amount higher
than that provided by the government treasury.

Therefore, at no time was the PDP-11 intended to serve as an instrument of re-centralization
Chapter 6: As indicated in the report, the contribution of the PDP-I1 was not major when compared to
provincial budgets. However, the objective of improving management capacity was achieved, as was
also noted. Provincial indebtedness capacity imposed limits on their participation. For this reason, the
problem identified could not be tackled in a comprehensive manner, though such an approach would have
produced a greater impact. Salta is the province where participation was most extensive. The
improvement in management systems was not enough to neutralize or reverse the effects that other
macroeconomic variables can have on provincial finances. UEC monitoring of outcomes made it
possible to confirm that during periods of economic contraction, those provinces that strengthened their
basic sectors fared better.
By way of clarification, it should be noted that during the 1996-2005 period, the country had several
Presidents, each with his own political leanings. Consequently, no direct correlation can be established
between the political leaning of a national and provincial government and the financial assistance
provided. Cordoba and Rio Negro are examples of this.
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Ref. Segundo Prugsama dc Dc.samllo
Provinc~al- &&starnoBiRF 3877-AR
Comeritanos rnfome Evaiuacidn

KCTJ~O ef 8,qrado de dirigrrme a Wsted con relaclcin af Informe dc Evuluac~cindzl
Prograrna dc la r&mnc~aque nos hlcren 1Iega:arsnltcitando nuostros comeniilr~osat m~smo.
1.a L:BC. lrts EEP y rl Ranco real~mrun,durantt: la ejccrrc~bny a 13 final~i.acii,ndel
Programs, un segutrniento regular que pernlrr~bprnduc~rlus dlfsrcntes infoms de rcsultados
opurtunamentc entrepdos dduranle las Mfstonibsdr Sopervtslbn y al cterre. Los cnnmranos
rlbc sc adjunton se baaan en el product0 dc dtchas acttv~dadcs

Sin otro paritcuiar, fr, i;;tludo con mt mayor conslderacrdn

COMENTARIQS AC INFORME DE EVALUAClON DEL PDP I! REAWZADO POR EL CRUPO
INDEPEHDIENTE DE NALUACION DEL BANCO MUNDlAL
INTRUDUCCIDN;
A continuacth re prslsentan Las cornentarios que surgen de La tmura del informe que
fuwa presentado para opini6n deb ejecutor.
Se considera qw el Prograrna fw satisfactor-b en et cumpHmiento de tos objetivm, ya que
permiti# rnejjorar significativamente ta catidad de L
a gestidn en aquellas provincias que, a
travis dct proyecto, impternentaron reformas en tos sectore Wsicos: eetastro,
administraci~nfinanciers, adminhtraribn tributaria y recursas humanos. Tal la calidad de
tos productos qw varios de estos proyectos provinciates fueron rtscanoddos por el Banco
para operar carno prototipas a replicar en otras provincias.
Asimisrno, el impacto sabre ios resultados financieras ha sido aceptable, en tanto permitib,
st no r m r t i r ta situacirin, rnarigerar tss efectos negative de 13 crisis en tas provincias que
Mcieron miis eficiente Isr gesti#n.
En cuanro at anhllsis Be! eficicncia de la5 prayectos d e b romaxse en cuenta ei momenta en
que 10s mtsrnos se impternentaron, dande Ba sobrevataraci~ndel peso incidib en bs costos
de tw rnismos. Los proyectos de catastro y rentas tuvicrm un retorno satisfactado, m6s
que impartante en Los primros.
En tPrminos generates hay coincidencia C W ~la opiniltjn det evaluador, en cuanto a que el
abjetivo previsto de pwrnover ei desarrollo econ6rnico de tas provincias a partir del
financiamiento del desarrdlo instituciofiat e inversirones fii;icas resutth demasiado

arnbicfoso para la aperacibn en cuesti6n.
EL irnpacto logrado en tai sentido fue modesto, no &lo por la vaPiaMlidad det escenarro
econrjmico en que se desenvotvi6 el proyecto, sin0 par que variabks ex6genas al proyecta
tienen una incidencia mayor sobre tai praceso.
Asjrnisrno, La rnagnitud de la operacibn no inyectb recursos adlcionales sigtlificcltivcrs
considerando et producto agregado de Las provincias participantes, el tiempo que durb h
operaciun y la dinwrnsi6n deL objetivo previsto,
Para su mejclr comprensibn tor comeritarias se exhiben confwmc la wganizacibn del

dwurnentos,
Piirrafo 1.3: el PDP fl no fw preparado por el Ministerio de Econmia y Produfcibn de \a
Nacidn, sino en el dmbtto del MS~fnlsten'odet interior, ejecutsr del PDP I.
En virtud dtzt Decretu 1732192 da; fmha 18 de septiembre de tW2 se transfiere la Unidad
Ejecutora tentrat {UEC) del Ministerio de Economia a la jurisdiccibn de la Secretaria de
Reforma dei. Sector Phbiico Provinciai del Mlnisterlo Del Intedor. Et traspaso de ia UEC
sucebici Burante la implcmentacacihn &I PDP I, antes dcl diseho y firma det PDP If.
El Ministen'a de Ecmornia y Prduccibn, en todw los casos abn hoy, es el representante del
Prescaeano, independiclntslmente de quien sea et organismo que da inicio a la sdicitud dei
gr&t;tanoy su ejecutor.
Asimismo el Prograrna Municipal {MDP !I) se diseflcl y ejecutu en et rimbitu de la entonces
Secretaria de Desarrollo Social, e j e c u t ~ rdcl MPD I) pasando durante su ejecudhn a!
Ministerio de Pianificaciirn Federal de Obras y Serrlcr'os P5biicm.
La vinculaciijn entre arnbos programas s reiilizb a partir d@ La coordinacibn de los
arganismos ejecutores a nivd nacfonal,
Adicicrnalmente a elto, es de seriahr qw h mayoria & la Unidades Ejecutorhs Prdnciates
(UEP) eran !as respansables de lit irnptemenracirjn be amLs programas en ru territoricr, lo
quc garantizaba la cmrdinacidrn de ~ Q Splanes provinciales. En tos casa gue cwxistian dos
ejcecutorcs en la Provincia, smbw depndian de l a misma autoridad potitica. %r ejempto
en ia Pcia de fPuen~sAires anbas Unidades Ejecutmas funcionaxon bajo la autoridad dei
Ministro de Ecmomia que ejercia la funcirjn de Coardinador Generat en ambas casos,

Pirrafo 2.3: El desarrollo sectorial no era un objetivo previsto en et diserio del program&.
Como lo expresan los objetivw sefialados io relevante Be la aperacibn consistia en apoyar a
las Provincias en mejorar la gesticin de la adrninistracibo piiblica ptovincial, consistente
con la reforma tkvada a c a b a nivei nacionat.
El ptograma tenia sus propios criten'os de elegjbilidad, aswadas a ta swttrntab~ljdad
econhica y financiera de im proyecte y a! rnantenimiento de una conducts fiscal de las
provincias que rninimizara el riesgo de repago del crtvlito tornado,
No obstante elto, en et caso de que La rnvem6n identificada por la Provinda
correspondiera a un sector cuyo desarmtb estaba contemplado par a l g h progratma
ctledstente, se rquen'a ta conformidad del misrno a fin de verificar su eneuadre dentrct de
los objenvos de desarrolto en et previstos y coordinar \as accims. Tai fue et caso de las
inversianes en educecibn en ta Pcia de Buenos Aires, {as qw fueron financiadas por el POP
If rlrando los fondos det PRUDlMES resuitarm insuficn'entes. 15juatmente sucedib con et
PRESSAL en et caso de lss trofpitals y Caminos Provinciales en lczs prayectm de
mejoramientovial,

Parrafo 3.1 : Se reitera k~dicho en et parrafo 1.3, en cuanto at Eninisreria del interior.
l a demora en ta iwwparaci6n de Las prauincias olrredeciu, en part@,a ia rramitacik de la
autorizadhn legislativa, que insumifr tjernpos prolmgados en mds dc !.In cam y a que
muchas de &[as estaban irnp[ementando e'l PDP 1.
Parrafo 3.2: ta gran dirnensiiin del cornponente de desarrotlo institwlional fue propiclado
tanto desde la UEC camo desde las rnismas provincias, en quienes r s a i a la resvnsabikidad
de identificerr y seleccionar los ptoyectw a scr presentados para su financiamiento. Esto se
correiipondia con la estrategia de avanzar y consoiidar el proceso de reformat iniciado en
Los a h '80. Consecwncia cte ello es el manta be ia inverdbn y Ila camdad de contratm.
Con respecto a esto littirno es de seh8er que ad~rnhsde les contratos a firmas ejjecutoras
tarnbikn se finaneiaba la forrnutacitjn de prayeczos y las inspecdo~stk-cnftas.
En un primer anigisis puede aseverarse que los recursas destinadm a tat fin (Dl)han tenido
un impactu significative, no r6to desde et punto dc vista ccanbrnico finamicro (por
ejempto: tos pr~yectcrsde catastro recupefaron la inversicjn en 10s pn'rneros tres ariw &
operacibn, Los proyectos de administreci6n trf butaria redujerm sensiblernente la
rnorosidad e incrernmtaron ta efiriencia en La recauelacibn aifn en tiernpas d e crisis
macroecanomica) sino qufr tarnbihn contribuyeron fuertemente a1 carnbm cuttural de $as
organiraciones incorporando conceptos taIes como: gesticin orientada al prweso, seMicio
at ciudadano, cwtrot de gesticin, transparencia, pubticidad de los actos de gotriern~etc
(tmproyectas mencionados ssi coma \os de administraciun financiera y recursos humanos),
Tambib two un fuerte rrnpacto ta capacitacih reaifzada a tos planteles de personal, lo
que permit46 un cambio cualitativo gue pudo ser apropiada por las distintas
administradanes.
Pirrafo 3.5: la referencia a Terra del Fwga es cwrecta, no ohlcante consideranos que
dicha provincia no resuCta relevante para veri-ificarel impaceo det pmqrama ya que, a pear
de h a h r firmado su convenia de participacibn, no e]ecotb proyectos bajo el
financiamiento previstu, S1o realizh ail( inicfo limitadas asistencias tknicas para formular
un proyecto de moderniracibn del Poder Judicial y otro de la Direcc'iBn be Rentas. Ambas
asirtenaas ticnkas re~ltai-on en propuestas que lrsego lzts autoridades patiticas
pravinciaks desistieran de cantinuar. Es inportante recordar que el prograrna financirj 10s
prayecxos qw identiflcaban y seteccionaban [as Prorsincias, sienbo atas atrtlfrrornas en

$u

decisjbn. Suto debian curnplir con tss criterios b@ elegibitidad provincial y de proyectos
estabtecibos.
Parrafo 3.6; Respecto a las refercncias la Hospital de Formma creernos necesario realizar
las sigdentes actaraciones cornpternentarias: tos t r a b j o s comenzaron en agosto rde 1997

con et contrato de e j ~ w r l 6 ndc ts obra. La finalizacibn estaba prevista para julio ds 1999,
no abstante La rnisma re prolong6 h s t a fines det 2002, inftuenclada por ias variaciones
mcroec6nornicas que irnpactaron en Irx contratos en ejecucibn, tas iicitaciones del
equlpamiento cornenzaron en el aiio 2000, estando a h pendientes en et 2004 las entregas
de algunos bienes de {as iiltimas adqdsiciones realizadas. La habihtacibn $el rnismo se vio
infiwnciada por e t a s circunstancias y rarnbiin por difirultads en la cmformacirjn de 10s
piamekes profesionales y tkcnfcos requeridos par la comptejidad de lm servicios, que no
estaban disponibles en La Pcia. Etto oblig6 a realizar convenias de cwperacih con otras
entidader mdiras y cornenzar a operar en base a detivaciones paulatinas de LM sewidus.
Attualmnte funciona at 80% de su capacidad ~nsealada.

Prirrafo 3.7: tzts escuetas financiadas en ia Pcia ds ttuenos Aires fueron proyectos que
q u e d a r ~sin financiamiento en el rnarco dct PRODIMES y quc corn reunian las
condicims requeridas, se financiaron en el PDP II. La gran maywia tiene tocalizacibn en
partidos del Gran Buenm Aires par qw sun lor; que registran la mayor cmcentracirin de
dernanda educattva insatisfeffia a nivel primado y wcundario.

Pirrafo 3.9: La adopcion del prtxebirnient~de Lidtacitjn Pbbtica Inkernadonai estaba
pautada en el Convenicr de Pr&Umo 3877-AR. Alti se estabtecia quc las obras cuyo costo
fuera de US5 5 milkones o r n h y las sampras de bienes por U$S 350.000,- o mas debian ser
adquiridas rnediante una Licitac!bn Pibtica lnternacisnal apticando {as Plormas de
Adquisicimes del BIRF. En consecuesrcia se trataba de un requisite eontractuat y no de una
imposicion ateatoria de las autoridades det programa o de la supenisidn del 0anco. A fin
de facilitar ta apticacirin de &has procedimiento5 se realizaron varias sursos de
capacitadbn, incluyendo la facitidad de concurrencia dc tor; e q u i p tPcnicus provinciates a
to5 dictado$ por los esp~iaiistasdel Elanco,
Pcirrafa 3.10: Carno ya fwra rficho precedentemente el programa focalitah su acc46n en
et fortalecirnnento de lo5 sistcrrnas de gestiirn de las provincias a fin de cont-ribuir a
rnejorar Los resultados de cuenta corriente que permitieran a futuro financiar $us
programas de inversibn. (vet' objetfvm en SARI. La mayoria be iar; provineias nptaran p r
ejecutar proywtas de Oi en pos de tat objetivo. No obstante, ios pfoyectos de invenibn
realjzados tuvieron urr impatto eo 1% sectores prductivos, tal et caso del rnejcrramiento
de !as redes Gales y riego.
Pirrafo 4.1- 4.2: Con retaci6n a1 plan de monitoreo y evaluaciljn corresponde tomar en
candderadbn que ai momenta dei diwiio dei programa no fw?reqwrida la incorporation
de indicadores de impacto, sino cfe resultados as~iadosa tcts proyectos. Por elto las
variabies seteccionadas correspandierm a la exposici6n de resultadas financieras,
Durante ta ejecuciCtn el Banco planted La nece~idadde realizar la evatuacih de impacto, Lo
qua fue comunicado a gas Unidades Ejecutoras Provinciak. En rtliteradas oportunidades,
romo puedc verifr'carse en tos Ayuda Memoria de La Misiones de Suprvisih, se trat6 el
tema con $as Pruvinrras acordando ptanes de acci6n para conformar ta baten'a de
indicabores, rmnstruir La tinea de base y rnedir ias resultados.
Jefatura dde Crabinete de Ministros requiri6 a la UEC la realizacibn de una eualuaci6n de
frnpaceo ia que se \lev6 adelante rnedfante ta contratadbn de cmulrorcs Fsxternos
independientes.
Asirnisrno, la UEC realizo esfuems al respecto teniendo un informe de evaIuaci6n e
impacto det Programa que fue entregado at banro y que consideramos aceptaMe dirdos los
antecedentes mencionados.
Gapirulo 5: es dde ssfialar qcre la rnterpretaciun hecha sobre el proc~sode recenrratimci6n
propidado por el PDP 11 no se torre~pcandecan lo realitado etn e l rnisrno.

La elegibitidad provincial no estaba candicianada a la ubtencirjn de metas fijadas par el
Gobierno Federal o el banco, corno pudieron sehlo 10s prkstarnos denominados de
"ajuste". Para e\ financiamiento de prayectos de inversih se requeria superavit de
cuenta corrjente en tanto ella garantizaba l a operacik y rnantenirniento d s tas
inversimes realizadas, dindote la sustenb biHdad nccesaria,
+ La sebcd6n de proyectos, c m o ya fwra expuesta reitexadarnente, era cfe exclusiva
respnsabitidad provincial, disetiando ellas sus planes be inversidn y prfsn'zando los
proyectos a ejecutar con total autonomia da La spini6n nacicmat o del banca. Lo que se
les ofrecb era un menu de financiamiento dentro del cual reatizaron su ekccicjn.
r Una interpretadbn attcrnafva de lo pautado en el pragrarna cmlieva a ta canciuslsjn
opuesta: el PDP I! fortatecib el proceso de descentraNzacih en tanto y en cuanto, al
tener por abjt7tjvo cantttbuir a mejorar ta performance fiscal d e ias provincias (as
independzaba a fututo de 10s aportes financieros aleatorios de ta Nacibn, tanto para
sur gastos operatives como para inverriones. Adicionalrnente, uno de Los objetivos det
programs era incrementar la proprlrcibn de rE3curws prapilcls por sobre Las apartcs del
tesora nacional.
Por tanfo el POP fl no se propuso en ninguna instancia como instrumento de
recen traifaacIdn,
CapituIo 6: como se indica en et infarme el aparte de recursos del PDP II no fue de %ran
magnitud cornparado con ios presupupstos provinciales. No obstante, el propkito de
rnejorar l a capaddad de gestibn fue atcanrado, tat cono tambilin se indica, La capacidxi
de cndeudamiento provincial impurn limitaciows a su parh'cipacih, rnativo por el cud no
ptrdieron realizar un akrrlaje integral de ir3 prublm6tica identificada, Lo que hubiera
tenido un impacto mayor. 4aita es la pravincia que reatizb una intervencibn mas compteta.
l a mejora e n tos sisternsls de gestih no resulta seificiente para neutratizar B revertit- (OS
efectos que pueden tener otras variabies rnacrmon6micas sobre las finamas provinciales,
Et seguirnienta de- 10s resuttados realixado por ta UEC permiti8 verificar que durante los
periodof de retraccibn econtjrnica aquellas provincias que fonatecterm sus sector=
bzisiccss sufrleron un impacto rnenw.
A mado de ariaraciirn durante el periodo 1996-2005 a rrivet nacional se sucedieron variw
prcsidentes de distinto signo potitico. Por tanto no p d e establecerse ninquna correlacidn
directa cntre signo politico de gobierno nacionat y provincial y la asistencia financiers
oturgada. Elernpic3 de ello son CSrdoba y Ria Negro.

